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BACKGROUND: Natural nanomaterials have always been abundant during Earth’s formation and throughout its evolution over the past 4.54 billion years. Incidental nanomaterials, which arise as a by-product from human activity, have become unintentionally abundant since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. Nanomaterials can also be engineered to have unusual, tunable properties that can be used to improve products in applications from human health to electronics, and in energy, water, and food production. Engineered nanomaterials are very much a recent phenomenon, not yet a century old, and are just a small mass fraction of the natural and incidental varieties. As with natural and incidental nanomaterials, engineered nanomaterials can have both positive and negative consequences in our environment.

Despite the ubiquity of nanomaterials on Earth, only in the past 20 years or so have their impacts on the Earth system been studied intensively. This is mostly due to a much better understanding of the distinct behavior of materials at the nanoscale and to multiple advances in analytic techniques. This progress continues to expand rapidly as it becomes clear that nanomaterials are relevant from molecular to planetary dimensions and that they operate from the shortest to the longest time scales over the entire Earth system.

ADVANCES: Nanomaterials can be defined as any organic, inorganic, or organometallic material that present chemical, physical, and/or electrical properties that change as a function of the size and shape of the material. This behavior is most often observed in the size range between 1 nm up to a few to several tens of nanometers in at least one dimension. These materials have very high proportions of surface atoms relative to interior ones. Also, they are often subject to property variation as a function of size owing to quantum confinement effects. Nanomaterial growth, dissolution or evaporation, surface reactivity, and aggregation states play key roles in their lifetime, behaviors, and local interactions in both natural and engineered environments, often with global consequences.

It is now possible to recognize and identify critical roles played by nanomaterials in vital Earth system components, including direct human impact. For example, nanomaterial surfaces may have been responsible for promoting the self-assembly of protocells in the origin of life and in the early evolution of bacterial cell walls. Also, weathering reactions on the continents produce various bioavailable iron (oxy)hydroxide natural and incidental nanomaterials, which are transported to the oceans via riverine and atmospheric pathways and which influence ocean surface primary productivity and thus the global carbon cycle. A third example involves nanomaterials in the atmosphere that travel locally, regionally, and globally. When inhaled, the smallest nanoparticles can pass through the alveolar membranes of the lungs and directly enter the bloodstream. From there, they enter vital organs, including the brain, with possible deleterious consequences.

OUTLOOK: Earth system nanoscience requires a convergent approach that combines physical, biological, and social sciences, as well as engineering and economic disciplines. This convergence will drive developments for all types of intelligent and anticipatory conceptual models assisted by new analytical techniques and computational simulations.

Ultimately, scientists must learn how to recognize key roles of natural, incidental, and engineered nanomaterials in the complex Earth system, so that this understanding can be included in models of Earth processes and Earth history, as well as in ethical considerations regarding their positive and negative effects on present and predicted future environmental and human health issues. 
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Modern Earth, from a nanoperspective. Earth has thousands of terragrams of natural nanomaterials moving around the planet annually. This is now accompanied by 1 to 10 Tg of incidental nanomaterials formed in or delivered to the atmosphere from, for example, factory and transportation emissions, mining, forest fires, and urban processes, as well as less than a terragram annually from engineered nanomaterials that make their way into the environment mostly through wastewater treatment plants, holding ponds, and landfills. All of these, together, affect the entire Earth system.
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Nanomaterials are critical components in the Earth system’s past, present, and future characteristics and behavior. They have been present since Earth’s origin in great abundance. Life, from the earliest cells to modern humans, has evolved in intimate association with naturally occurring nanomaterials. This synergy began to shift considerably with human industrialization. Particularly since the Industrial Revolution some two-and-a-half centuries ago, incidental nanomaterials (produced unintentionally by human activity) have been continuously produced and distributed worldwide. In some areas, they now rival the amount of naturally occurring nanomaterials. In the past half-century, engineered nanomaterials have been produced in very small amounts relative to the other two types of nanomaterials, but still in large enough quantities to make them a consequential component of the planet. All nanomaterials, regardless of their origin, have distinct chemical and physical properties throughout their size range, clearly setting them apart from their macroscopic equivalents and necessitating careful study. Following major advances in experimental, computational, analytical, and field approaches, it is becoming possible to better assess and understand all types and origins of nanomaterials in the Earth system. It is also now possible to frame their immediate and long-term impact on environmental and human health at local, regional, and global scales.

Natural nanomaterials have always been abundantly present in the 4.54-billion-year-old Earth system. Therefore, ever since life first appeared on this planet, natural nanomaterials and living things have coevolved. Today, both incidental and engineered nanomaterials, together known as anthropogenic nanomaterials (Box 1), have shifted this long-established balance. Incidental nanomaterials have been produced since the dawn of humanity; they can, for example, be created mechanically by striking two rocks together. Engineered nanomaterials have only been produced for less than a century; the earliest products, like Aerosil (fumed silica), were first commercially manufactured in the 1940s, and aqueous production of silica nanospheres dates back to the 1960s (7). Since then, engineered nanomaterials have increased dramatically in variety, complexity, and sophistication (2), but incidental nanomaterials are much more abundant both regionally and globally. Incidental nanomaterials may even rival natural nanomaterials in abundance in some or many compartments in the natural environment. Regardless of a nanomaterial’s origin, their size and shape, and not just their chemical composition and atomic structure, are fundamental to their properties; this makes them distinct from materials existing at the macroscale in the Earth system (3).

Despite their overall ubiquity through time, nanomaterials are not considered in studies of biogeochemical processes throughout Earth’s history, and collectively, they are only rarely considered at Earth scale within the complete Earth system. The reason for this may have been a lack of analytical tools, procedures, and practices to quantify the presence, abundance, sizes, shapes, compositions, and reactivities of nanomaterials, rather than scientific oversight. Only in the past 20 years, and particularly in the past decade, have their impacts on the Earth system, including ecology and human society, been rigorously studied. Indeed, we now know that nanomaterials play important, but not fully understood, roles in the dynamics of the Earth system and that nanomaterials are relevant on spatial scales from atomic to planetary, and on temporal scales from instantaneous to the span of geologic time. As a result, nanomaterials are intertwined with all space and time components of the Earth system (4). Important examples of this include the likely role of nanomineral surfaces in influencing the polymerization and self-assembly of the molecular building blocks of life and promoting the self-assembly of protocells in the origin of life and in the early evolution of bacterial cell walls (5-8); iron fertilization of the oceans by dissolution of natural iron oxyhydroxide nanominerals, which influences primary productivity and thus global temperature and the carbon cycle (9-11); and the global occurrence of nanoplastics in biota and other natural environments (12).

Exploring the role of nanomaterials in the Earth system requires a convergent approach that should typically combine physical, biological, and social sciences, as well as engineering and economic disciplines (13, 14). Nanomaterials are dynamic and often ephemeral phases that evolve chemically and physically over time through a complex combination of processes such as aggregation, biological assimilation, dissolution and evaporation, chemical alteration, shape change, and movement within the Earth system (15). Hence, the concept of nanomaterial transformation over time is essential to understanding their influence. This review is motivated by the need to learn how to recognize key and specific roles of all types of nanomaterials in the extraordinarily complex Earth system. The goal is that, ultimately, this understanding can be included in models of Earth processes and history, as well as in ethical considerations concerning their generation and impacts on current and future environmental and human health (16).

**Fundamental properties of nanomaterials**

Nanomaterials nucleate, grow, and dissolve via a set of elementary chemical processes that simultaneously redistribute charge and mass at the atomic scale. These processes include electron and proton transfer reactions that rearrange ions and complexes into nanoparticles. They can be understood by using thermodynamic, kinetic, and transition-state theory to describe intermediate states along reaction pathways on free-energy landscapes. Classical nucleation theory describes ion-by-ion assembly to...
form crystals, but nonclassical growth pathways are also important; these pathways involve formation of intermediate multinuclear ion clusters and small nanomaterials that can transition to relatively larger nanomaterials and bulk crystals by particle-based crystallization (17, 18).

The distinct properties of all natural and anthropogenic nanomaterials stem primarily from the comparatively high proportion of surface atoms relative to interior ones. At times, these properties are best described using quantum mechanics. Smaller particles have fewer atoms, which translates to fewer electron energy levels. Therefore, electron energy bands become discrete electron energy states, of energies that are sensitive to particle size, a condition known as quantum confinement. Nevertheless, however “nano” is defined or considered, size and shape are essential characteristics because they exert primary control over reactivity and transport physics. Size and shape also determine the types and distributions of reactive surface sites capable of chemical transformations and, at times, the toxicity of nanomaterials. Owing to the high proportion of surface versus bulk atoms, even the smallest variations in surface structures may control the fate and reactivity of nanomaterials in air, water, soil, or biota. Through their influence on surface charging behavior, size and shape also control the tendency for aggregation, a critically important aspect that can blend or obscure the characteristics of individual particles as they adopt new characteristics in nanocomposites.

The interplay between growth, dissolution, evaporation, and aggregation are key aspects of nanomaterials in the environment (Fig. 1). Oriented aggregation can result in the formation of larger particles with complex shapes (19, 20). But because of the complexity of natural settings, most nanomaterials are found in heteroaggregated composites of different inorganic and organic materials. These aggregates can diverge markedly from spherical shapes and may even form highly branched or fractal structures, thereby fundamentally affecting transport properties and reactivities. Rates of particle dissolution, although known or experimentally measurable for many pure-phase nanomaterials in a well-dispersed state (11, 21), are challenging to predict for complex nanomaterial aggregates that have substantial internal surface areas with limited accessibility (22). Furthermore, these physical associations change as the nanomaterials encounter and transition through different local environments. Only in relatively simple systems can the evolution of particle size, shape, and aggregation state, and thus the distribution of effective particle diameters, be predicted with reasonable accuracy (23).

**Earth’s nanomaterial cycle**

The rock and water cycles of this planet, along with Earth’s many chemical cycles, are of central importance to the Earth sciences. On the basis of our emerging understanding of nanomaterials in the environment, Earth also has a nanomaterial cycle (Fig. 2). Like other Earth cycles, the nanomaterial cycle helps to explain how Earth works as an overall system. The dynamics of and interactions between the three portions of the cycle—namely nanomaterial precursors; the natural, incidental, and engineered nanomaterials themselves; and Earth components such as continents, oceans, factories, and our atmosphere—are connected by chemical and physical processes of both natural and anthropogenic origin.

Nanomaterial precursors, illustrated in the upper right of Fig. 2, are commonly seen either as the starting point of a linear process of nanomaterial formation or as the beginning of a life cycle. Reality is much more complicated. As shown in Fig. 2, multiple pathways exist between precursors and the nanomaterials themselves. Reaction mechanisms that work alone or in concert in the formation of all nanomaterials are driven by redox processes that move electrons, hydroliss processes that move protons, and dissolution and precipitation reactions that move cation and anion complexes. All of these paths are reversible (Fig. 1). When reactions do proceed to nanomaterial formation, further reaction progress can continue to a bulk material, or growth may stop in the nanoscale domain. In effect, nanomaterial formation and
**Fig. 2. Earth has not only water and rock cycles, and many chemical cycles, but also a nanomaterial cycle.** Like the other cycles, the nanomaterial cycle is fundamental to how Earth works. Examples of the three nanomaterial types are shown at the bottom, along with their intimate and reversible connections to both their precursors, and the Earth components in which they participate. The cycle is complete when going from the Earth components back to the precursors via weathering and human resource recovery.

interaction with its surroundings play the role of a gatekeeper, dictating what materials can proceed to a bulk state, or not.

The precursors may originate from the natural process of weathering or from human mining of, for example, ore deposits or ocean water (Fig. 2). Weathering of rock and of living biological matter driven by a wide range of climates and organisms provides an enormous variety of fundamental chemical components. Engineered nanomaterials are different in that they can be made in large homogeneous batches. However, in engineered nanomaterial production, controlling the synthesis conditions comes at an environmental cost. Life-cycle analysis of engineered nanomaterials indicates that mining, ore beneficiation, and synthetic production are highly intensive activities and that they negatively affect atmospheric CO2 concentrations, soil nutrients, and human health (34).

The nanomaterial cycle is completed with the connection between the produced nanomaterials and Earth’s natural and anthropogenic components (Fig. 2). Here, weathering or human-promoted breakdown of bulk materials can result in nanomaterials directly (a top down process), or nanomaterials can grow from precursors (a bottom up process). Once formed along either path, nanomaterials of all types and varieties are subject to dispersive and diffusive-based movement or transport in the Earth system, including human-dominated components.

**Nanomaterials in and above the critical zone**

Earth’s critical zone is the permeable near-surface layer from the treetops down through the soil profile, aquifers, and the bedrock below to where meteoric groundwater has penetrated (25). This zone includes all natural and human-influenced terrestrial environments. In the critical zone, the main producers of Earth’s natural nanomaterials are weathering and mineral formation processes in soils. Clays formed through these processes are by far the most abundant naturally occurring inorganic nanomaterial, accounting for the great majority of the terrestrial 107- to 109-Tg natural nanomaterial reservoir (4).

Many other natural nanomaterials, such as metal oxides (most abundantly iron oxides), sulfides, carbonates, and phosphates, are also produced through weathering processes in the critical zone. These nanomaterials play major biogeochemical roles despite the fact that they are present in much lower quantities relative to clays (3, 4). The primary global movers of these natural nanomaterials are ground water, rivers, glaciers, wind, and ocean currents (Fig. 3). Rivers, and to a much lesser extent glaciers, bring approximately 109 to 1014 Tg of natural nanomaterials to continental edges and ocean margins each year (4). Airborne natural nanomaterials originate from mineral dust and volcanic emissions, estimated together at 342 Tg/year; of this, 236 Tg/year is estimated to settle back onto continents downwind from their source (4).

Microbial communities are intimately connected to natural nanomaterials. In soils, microbes create reductive conditions to store and shuttle electrons through transient production of natural nanomaterials. An example is the heterotrophic formation and autotrophic usage of FeS2 in wetlands that influences denitrification rates (26). Magnetotactic bacteria produce iron oxides to directionally orient themselves in soils, and these natural nanomaterials may even affect magnetic soil properties (27).

Incidental nanomaterials are produced in the critical zone, on and below Earth’s surface (especially in the most manipulated lands such as cities and industrial, agricultural, and mining areas) and in the troposphere (especially over industrial and highly populated areas). Since the Industrial Revolution, their abundance can be similar to or even exceed natural abundances in certain natural Earth compartments. Overall, however, much less is known about the formation, evolution, abundance, and movement of incidental nanomaterials, relative to natural nanomaterials.

The formation and nature of incidental nanomaterials in the subsurface in lands affected by mining and ore benefaction and smelting has been a field of growing research interest (28, 29). In some cases, incidental nanoparticles can preserve or record complex biogeochemical histories as they persist or evolve during changing environmental conditions. This understanding is important in assessing the long-distance transport of metal contaminants down hydrologic gradients in watersheds, and eventually to oceans. Nevertheless, the flux of subsurface-produced incidental nanomaterials to the oceans owing to anthropogenic land use is poorly constrained. For example, mining and agricultural practices are known to produce incidental nanomaterial-rich soils that can end up in flood plains and behind dams, all of which clearly influence nanomaterial transport to the oceans (30). This transport ultimately influences biogeochemical processes in the ocean margins and continental shelves.

Major amounts of incidental nanomaterials in the critical zone, released directly to the overlying atmosphere, result from the combustion of biomass and fossil fuels, as well as exhaust from industrial and agricultural operations. These materials range from complex aggregates of inorganic and organic compounds, some with crystalline structures (26), to carboxylic “tar balls” and organic droplets (31, 32). Exhaust from gasoline and diesel engines contains graphitized carbon nanomaterials that are associated with metal and metal-oxide nanomaterials, poly cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), nitrated PAHs, and heterocyclic aromatic compounds formed from vaporization and partial combustion of lubricants and fuel additives (29). Furthermore, nanomaterials form in the atmosphere as a result of the anthropogenic and natural emission of precursors, such as sulfuric acid and other compounds that form molecular clusters, which then grow into stable nanomaterials through
condensation of organic vapors (4, 33). An estimated 74% of nanomaterials in the atmosphere at ground level arise through precursor nucleation (34). Atmospheric incidental nanomaterials grow into larger particles that act as cloud condensation nuclei and/or contribute to light absorption and scattering, which affect global warming processes.

Global release and formation of airborne incidental nanomaterials now rivals the production of certain natural nanomaterials. The production of airborne incidental nanomaterials can be roughly estimated from inventories of particulate matter emissions from industrial, forest fire, transportation, and agricultural sources (35), together with typical particle-size distributions of urban, rural, and marine incidental particles (36, 37). Using this method, we estimate that the annual atmospheric release is in the range of 1 to 10 Tg (Fig. 3).

Finally, the critical zone houses all the industries (and their waste streams) that produce engineered nanomaterials. These factories utilize processes carried out in solution, gas, or solid phases, and under controlled reaction times and temperatures. These conditions dictate shape, size, and elemental composition of the resulting nanomaterials. In addition, biomimicking processes are being engineered to convert precursors into engineered nanomaterials. For example, metal ions form nanomaterials within bacteria, viruses, and plants (38, 39). Bacterially derived nanomaterials are designed to tackle biomedical challenges (40) or remediate heavy metals from mine drainage waters (40, 41).

Estimates of the total global production of engineered nanomaterials vary by at least an order of magnitude because manufacturers are reluctant to publicize these numbers (42). The most abundantly engineered nanomaterials, listed in order of approximate tonnage from highest to lowest, are TiO2, SiO2, Fe, ZnO, Al2O3, CeO2, Cu, Ag, carbon nanotubes and graphenes, and nanoclay composites (43). According to expert estimates, up to 0.3 Tg of engineered nanomaterials enter landfills, soil, water, and air annually (43); still, this is dwarfed by the amounts of natural nanomaterials stored in the critical zone, as discussed above.

The pathways of these engineered nanomaterials during their lifetime can look quite different than natural and incidental nanomaterials. These engineered nanomaterials are used within an enormous range of commercial products. They can also be used as-is and dispersed directly into the environment as, for example, nano-based environmental remediation components or fertilizers. All eventually find their way to engineered structures (e.g., wastewater treatment plants), engineered reservoirs (e.g., landfills and holding ponds), and/or geologic reservoirs (e.g., soil, atmosphere, rivers, and oceans) (44–46).

From the descriptions above, natural, incidental, and engineered nanomaterials commingle in the critical zone. There are even many cases where all three types of nanomaterials are represented by the same or very closely related materials. One such case is nano-titanium oxide (nano-titania). Titania, in general, is exceptionally insoluble. Naturally occurring titania is therefore commonly found in soils, and it most commonly occurs as the minerals anatase and rutile (both with the formula TiO2) in sizes down to the nanometer scale (47). Oxygen-deficient nano-titania (specifically Magnéli phases, TiOx−y, where 4 ≤ x ≤ 9) particles are produced incidentally from anatase and rutile (which are naturally present in coal) during coal combustion in power plants and are released from the plants either in the coal ash or in the plant’s gaseous exhaust. Unfortunately, these Magnéli nanophases have potentially serious ecotoxicological consequences (48). Engineered titania has distinct shapes such as tubes and rods; doping with sulfur, nitrogen, or carbon alters their light-absorbance properties. These properties are tuned to achieve desirable photocatalytic activity and produce hydroxyl radicals for air or water purification (49). Upon entering surface waters, this engineered titania continues to produce reactive oxygen species that influence biogeochemical processes (50). Weathering studies of engineered nanoscale titania have also revealed unexpectedly high aqueous titanium ion concentrations that are not predicted thermodynamically and that may influence its elemental cycling (51). These scenarios from just one type of nanomaterial in the critical zone of the Earth system show how remarkably complex and challenging these studies can be.

Nanomaterials in and above the oceans

More than 70% of Earth’s surface is covered by oceans, and the overall Earth system is deeply rooted in their behavior. Yet surprisingly little is known about the types, characteristics, and distributions of nanomaterials in the oceans, far less than any other principal Earth component. Historically, nearly all oceanographers have used 0.2-μm (200-nm) filters to separate “soluble” from particulate phases (52, 53). More recently, a few studies have used 20-nm filters, but even such small-pore filters let the smallest, nonagglomerated nanoparticles pass. Without further study, it is still not clear what chemistry in the filtrate is due to the truly soluble fraction and what is due to the smallest nanomaterials (3, 4, 53). The material in the 20- to 200-nm fraction is referred to as colloidal, but this fraction, like others above this size range, contains nanomaterials that are found in (hetero)aggregates. For example, up to 80% of the iron in seawater (a vital and often limiting nutrient in the oceans) is found in the 20- to 200-nm-size fraction (52), whereas nearly all manganese is found in the <20-nm fraction (53), suggesting differences in the materials that contain these metals. The chemical or mineral nature of the <200-nm fraction is not normally investigated, but when
considering iron in deep ocean nanomaterial-containing heteroaggregates in the micron size range (54), synchrotron x-ray techniques indicate that iron (oxy)hydroxides are a crucial component. Various iron oxides are assumed to be in the <200-nm fraction, as previously shown using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (55).

In addition to the in situ production of nanomaterials suggested above and discussed further below, it is also well known that natural nanomaterials are transported to the open oceans by (in order of amount, with the largest contributor first) atmospheric dust, riverine, glacial, and hydrothermal sources [Fig. 3; (4)]. More than 100 Tg of natural nanomaterials is estimated to be transported to the world’s open oceans each year from these sources, collectively (4). This is vital to the bioproducitivity of the oceans (3, 56).

A source not yet included, owing to lack of data, is from the submarine groundwater discharge from the continents. In the future, they will become part of the ocean system. Extensive studies of these samples (56), involving bulk chemical analyses of size-fractionated particles, suggest that larger particles (4 to 10 µm in diameter) are mostly natural mineral dust particles and liquid droplets, whereas smaller ones (<0.5 µm in diameter) are typically anthropogenic, such as air pollutants (57). Metals are found in every size class, and although the compositions of nanoparticulate metal oxides are largely unknown, iron in aerosols collected in the western Pacific from the marine boundary layer was mostly in the form of colloidal (oxy)hydroxides (20 to 400 nm in diameter) rather than “dissolved” iron (<20 nm) (58). Another nanomaterial source for which new information is becoming available has to do with oceanic hydrothermal vents. Here, up to 10% of the iron in hydrothermal solutions emanating from vents into the oceans is contained in nanoparticulate pyrite (59, 60). In addition, cluster and nanoparticulate FeS has been identified, as well as mixed metal-sulfide nanomaterials. Metals from hydrothermal vents have also been detected in the deep ocean several kilometers from hydrothermal vent sources (61); it is suggested that the metals are contained in nano-iron (oxy)hydroxides, and perhaps also associated with organic matter as reduced materials become oxidized (61). Transporting these particles 4 km takes about 20 years and appears to be supported by exchange reactions between <200-nm and larger particulate fractions (62).

New ocean-based natural nanomaterial-related ocean processes are now being discovered. For example, H₂S gas is released from sediments off the coast of Namibia on a seasonal basis to surface waters, where it is oxidized by microbes to nanoparticulate S₈ that is distributed over thousands of square kilometers as observed by satellite (63). The water column becomes oxygen deficient, which negatively affects sea life.

The ocean can also act as a source for atmospheric nanomaterials through both physical and biochemical processes. The primary example of physical processes is the aerosols generated by bubble bursting in coastal breaking waves; 80% of these aerosols are smaller than 100 nm (4, 64). This results in an estimated direct emission of 2 Tg/year of sea-spray natural nanomaterials to the atmosphere. Laboratory experiments suggest two size-distribution modes of sea-spray nanomaterials at ~40 and ~100 nm, and these may shift as a function of temperature, salinity, and surfactant concentration (61). Whereas larger sea-spray aerosols are dominated by the main components of seawater (Cl, Na, Mg, and S), natural sea-spray nanomaterials have organic content of up to 80% (65). Differences in the microorganisms that are present can affect both size and mixing state of sea-spray particles (66). Examples of biochemical processes as an ocean source for atmospheric nanomaterial generation is seen in the contributions of dimethylsulfide emitted by phytoplankton and iodine oxide emitted by kelp, in the formation of secondary natural nanomaterials (67).

By far, the major source of incidental nanomaterials over the oceans is due to engine exhausts from ocean-going ships. In terms of total particulate mass, exhaust emissions are nearly equivalent to those from all on-road vehicles (64). These emissions have a primary size distribution centered around 60 nm, and sulfate is a major constituent of the nanomaterials (68). Any engineered nanomaterials found in and over the ocean would have to be transported there from the continents. In the future, they may be intentionally released for climate intervention purposes (3).

Nanomaterials and biological systems

Biological systems are continuously exposed to and affected by natural and anthropogenic nanomaterials, and insofar as the Earth system is so heavily influenced by biology, this is an important topic to cover in this review. Unfortunately, little is known about the full scale and scope of nanomaterial-biological interactions, especially for anthropogenic nanomaterials in the complex ecosystems of both natural and engineered environments. A portion of these issues, relating specifically to human exposure, were framed very well more than a decade ago (69). This paper was one of the first to lay out the vast landscape of intricate pathways by which nanomaterials can affect the human biological system. There have been many excellent studies since, a few of which are cited here, dealing with incidental and engineered nanomaterials. There are also some multinational projects at the cutting edge of this field, which are continually updated. A good example of this is the Nanomaterial Fate and Speciation in the Environment, or NanoFASE (70), funded by the European Union.

The challenges encountered in biology–Earth system studies are illustrated in the literature concerning biointeractions of degrading plastics in natural environments. Microplastics are widely distributed across the Earth system (71) via a variety of pathways, including the breakdown of synthetic textiles, tire particles, and the reentrainment of dust that contains plastic residues (72). Many environmentally mediated processes can further degrade microplastics into nanoscale plastics (nanoplastics, an incidental nanomaterial). A recent study estimated that between 1.15 million and 2.41 million metric tons are transported to the world’s oceans by rivers annually (73). However, because quantification of nanoplastic contaminants in environmental media is analytically challenging, the magnitude and detailed pathways of all fluxes of these nanomaterials through the environment are very difficult to determine. Laboratory studies have helped by showing that nanoplastics are subject to photochemical, mechanical, and atmospheric processing, with the ultimate environmental fate dependent on the underlying polymer identity (74). For example, glassy polymers (e.g., polyvinylchloride) tend to be stronger and less susceptible to photodegradation than rubber polymers (e.g., polypropylene) (75). The long life and high ingestion rates of these nanoplastics can have considerable detrimental impacts on biological systems, including deleterious effects on larval development and efficient passing through aquatic food chains (75).

Atmospheric incidental and engineered nanomaterials are also an important environmental health concern. About 3.3 million premature deaths occur annually owing to cardiovascular and respiratory injury from air pollution from particulate matter with a diameter less than 2.5 µm (PM2.5) (76). Industrial coal burning is one of the most sizeable contributors to global air pollution. Nanomaterials are a predominant component (by number) of PM2.5 (26). These incidental nanomaterials readily penetrate the alveolar membranes of the lungs and translocate into the bloodstream, often concentrating distally in vital organs (77). For example, gold nanoparticles inhaled by humans were found translocated from the lung into the circulatory system and accumulated at sites of vascular inflammation (78). In this study (and several others), nanomaterial translocation was size-dependent; smaller nanoparticles showed greater translocation and accumulation. Another recent and particularly revealing study (79) found maghemite (Fe₃O₄) incidental nanoparticle, clearly produced by fuel combustion as evidenced by its crystal morphology (80), in human brain tissue. These high-temperature-formed nanomaterials can enter the brain directly through the olfactory bulb (79) and are thought to have potentially negative consequences on brain health. Other toxic atmospheric incidental nanomaterials are still being discovered. For example, in 2017, Yang et al. (46) found incidental nano-Magnéli phases (oxygen-deficient titanium oxides) in the atmospheric emissions of coal-burning power plants. These
Implications in natural and engineered environments

Although knowledge of the influence of nanomaterial fluxes on the Earth system is far from complete, it is clear that Earth system components are affected by their presence. This is typically due to their reactivity and their potential to alter system characteristics, such as contaminant and nutrient mobility (84). These processes are inherently local in nature, but they can have temporally and spatially dynamic regional and global environmental impacts. Take, for example, climate effects on terrestrial components and processes, and more specifically, the impacts of changing climate on soils and weathering (85, 86). The concentration of atmospheric CO₂ has changed substantially over the past decades, increasing from around 320 to 410 parts per million (in 2018), which is resulting in higher temperatures and climate modification. The resulting changes in daily, seasonal, and interannual temperatures; wet and dry cycles; localized intensive rainfall; and extended periods of drought, permafrost, heat waves, and wildfires (87) are causing, or are expected to cause, substantial changes in soil properties, which will affect agriculture and food production for the world’s growing population (82). Nano-enabled water-treatment devices hold promise to transition away from continuous chemical addition and to strategies that use catalytic and other distinct nanoscale properties to disintegrate pathogens and purify water (83). Nanoaditives, including TiO₂ and ZnO rods, are replacing chemical ad-ditives in personal care and hygiene products that may ultimately be less harmful to reef ecosystems (50).

Phases are spread locally, regionally, and even globally and are toxic to zebra fish embryos, suggesting biotoxicity in the environment (49).

Although many types of nanomaterials have detrimental impacts on biological systems, it is critical to note the promise of engineered nanomaterials in a broad range of industrial, agricultural, and medical applications benefiting humans (Fig. 4), all of which either directly or indirectly affect the Earth system. For example, nanomaterials in solar cells, batteries, and industrial materials are revolutionizing consumer electronics and aerospace products (81). In agriculture, nanomaterials are being used to improve plant yields and replace potentially harmful pesticides to improve food production for the world’s growing population (82). Nano-enabled water-treatment devices hold promise to transition away from continuous chemical addition and to strategies that use catalytic and other distinct nanoscale properties to disintegrate pathogens and purify water (83). Nanoaditives, including TiO₂ and ZnO rods, are replacing chemical ad-ditives in personal care and hygiene products that may ultimately be less harmful to reef ecosystems (50).

Fig. 4. Anthropogenic and natural nanomaterials enter biological systems across the tree of life through multiple routes, where they have broad positive and/or negative impacts. These impacts are driven by multiple factors, including the dose, duration, number of exposures, and the characteristics of the nanomaterial. Although it is clear that many nanomaterials have either beneficial effects or are innocuous, detrimental properties have also been observed. If the latter, it is likely that the offending nanomaterial is anthropogenic, that is, incidental or engineered. Such situations typically require extensive study to define their specific nanomaterial toxicity. This can lead to useful risk assessments and development of preventive measures to ensure biological safety.
more holistic sense of all classes of nanomaterials and their interactions with the biogeochemical environments they inhabit serve as key drivers to determine their behavior in the landscape and contribute to solving the open question is if the original in situ aggregation state can be reliably observed in laboratory analyses of collected samples. Advances in electron microscopy are enabling new opportunities in understanding nanomaterial chemistry and physics in complex environments. In situ liquid-flow cell TEM eliminates the need for exposing samples to high-vacuum conditions and has enabled dynamic observation of nanomaterial processes, such as nucleation and oriented attachment (109). Furthermore, it is possible to add temporal resolution to sub-nanometer electron tomographic imaging by fast continuous image acquisition, thus enabling assessment of intrinsic nanomaterial properties by applying external stimuli within the electron microscope. Cryo-tomography TEM, used in molecular biology, could be introduced to nanobiology for examining organic-nanomaterial aggregates. Soft x-ray emission spectroscopy systems mounted within scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) and electron microprobes (EPMA) (109, 110) have also been developed. This technique provides better elemental sensitivity for light elements as well as the chemical state determination of many elements. This development seamlessly bridges the gap between atomic and nanoscale (TEM) and micro- and mesoscale (SEM and EPMA) measurements. Use of advanced computing now allows exploration of nanomaterial properties, such as relationships between size, shape, and total free energy, at the whole-particle scale in solvated environments. Defining the size region at which nanoscale properties are apparent is key. With combined theory, simulation, and measurement, it is now possible to explore pathways and mechanisms from atoms to clusters to nanomaterials.

New opportunities for research

Fundamental and applied nanomaterial-Earth system sciences are beginning to gain traction on multiple fronts. Grand challenges now focus on understanding as many nanomaterial-mediated Earth system processes as possible. From this, one must tie these insights together to start to gain a more holistic sense of all classes of nanomaterial-Earth system scenarios. For example, accelerating urbanization will affect nanomaterial-mediated processes, with localized consequences to environmental and human health in the built environment (102). Evolution of energy production systems will drive changes in the sources and distribution of nanomaterials, with global-scale consequences. Continued developments in analytical techniques, computational simulations, and conceptual models are key to pursuing these research opportunities. Excellent examples of very recent research that not only advances our understanding of nanomaterials in complex natural environments but also highlights the distinct behavior of nanomaterials include a functional assay strategy for nanomaterial risk prediction (103) and evidence that nanomaterial transport and uptake vary as a function of size in long-term wetland mesocosm experiments (104).

Emerging nanoscale dynamic measurement techniques will now allow changes in the abundance and characteristics of dispersed nanomaterials in various environmental compartments to be captured (105). The advent of single-particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (spICP-MS) over the past decade allows rapid particle-by-particle analysis (106), with further advancements coming from multielement nanomaterial analysis by spICP time-of-flight MS (107). However, standardized protocols for proper sampling, storage, and processing of field or biological samples containing nanomaterials are yet to be developed. A particularly important open question is if the original in situ aggregation state can be reliably observed in laboratory analyses of collected samples.

![Graph showing past and projected future atmospheric emissions of particulates (PM2.5) from combustion of fossil fuels.](http://science.sciencemag.org/)
These gaps highlight the need for a greatly improved theoretical and conceptual framework for understanding aggregation forces, and for statistical sampling and analytical methods to address the energetics, kinetics, pathways, and fluxes of these transformations.

In particular, evolution of the global energy system will continue to drive changes in global sources and distribution of nanomaterials, especially those directly produced by combustion. Continued growth in use of fossil fuels is very likely over the balance of this century owing to its ease of use, relatively low costs (purely economically, excluding environmental impacts), and dominant role in electric power generation, transportation, and industrial processes.

As a result, global incidental nanomaterials discharged to the major pathways shown in Fig. 3 will continue to increase through the middle of this century (Fig. 5) (116–124). Also, the amount of nanomaterials in these emissions will be considerable. Nevertheless, emissions from coal use dominate the sources, even though total energy contribution from coal will be at parity or less than other fossil fuels after 2025. Nanomaterial emissions from the transportation sector, however, are growing fast and are expected to quadruple between 1980 and 2040.

New technologies being developed to improve efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions at less cost (such as oxy-fueled coal combustion) (125) and increasing use of bio-based fuels for transportation are promising but also raise important scientific questions about unintended and presently unexplored impacts on the quantity, chemical composition, and toxicity of nanomaterials generated by deployment of these technologies. However, scientists right now are equipped with the necessary tools, methods, and, most importantly, awareness of the interconnection between natural, incidental, and engineered nanomaterial generation and transport, and their impacts on global human and environmental health. This should affect future energy choices worldwide.

The new scientific insights and technical developments afforded by the nanotechnology revolution have allowed scientists and engineers to begin to fill in a previously missing piece in our understanding of the Earth System. Like the other technical revolutions originating in the late 20th century (molecular biology and nuclear, neurocognitive, and information sciences and technologies), nanoscience and technology, including natural, incidental, and engineered nanomaterials, are fundamental to how we understand Earth.
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Nanomaterials in the Earth system
Nanomaterials have been part of the Earth system for billions of years, but human activities are changing the nature and amounts of these materials. Hochella Jr. et al. review sources and impacts of natural nanomaterials, which are not created directly through human actions; incidental nanomaterials, which form unintentionally during human activities; and engineered nanomaterials, which are created for specific applications. Knowledge of the properties of all three types as they cycle through the Earth system is essential for understanding and mitigating their long-term impacts on the environment and human health. Science, this issue p. eaau8299